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Received WARD 9

Kevin Schlauch, P.Eng
408, 823 Royal Avenue SW
Calgary, AB T2T 0L4
403.920.0587
kev@ualberta.net

AUG 19 2018

August 3, 2018
Councillor Gian-Carlo Carra

C/o Office of the Councillors
PO Box 2100, Stn 'M'
Mail Code #8001 A
Calgary, AB T2P 2M5
Dear Councillor Carra,

Figure 1 - Highfield and Manchester Industrial underserved areas
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As you can see in Figure 1, which is a screenshot from the latest City of Calgary Bikeways and
Pathways Map1 , the areas of Manchester Industrial and Highfield are underserved by safe
pedestrian and cycling infrastructure.
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Figure 2 - Pathway and Bikeway deadzones
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One could argue that Highfield and Manchester Industrial are the most underserved areas in
the entire city of Calgary when it comes to safe pedestrian and cycling infrastructure. Figure 2
shows the entire City of Calgary Bikeways and Pathways Map\ and aside from the airport (and
I think we can all agree we don't want to need pathways along runways), Highfield and
Manchester Industrial are the largest pathway and bikeway dead-zones in the city.
To further illustrate the scale of the Highfield and Manchester Industrial dead-zones, I drew
some simple circles (see Figure 2) using the Greenway pathway system as my outer limits for
the city. At the Calgary International Airport I was able to draw circle with an area of a 12.07
km 2 without touching a single piece of pathway or bikeway infrastructure (but again, I think we
all agree we don't need pathways here - this is just for reference).
The next.two largest circles I was able to draw without touching any pathway or bikeway
infrastructure were in Highfield and Manchester Industrial (see Figure 2), at 6.33 km 2 and 5.81
km 2 respectively (a total of 12.14 km2).
As a further reference, the next-largest dead-zone like this in Calgary is in East Shepard
Industrial at 4.34 km 2 , and the largest dead-zone I was able to encircle in downtown Calgary
was 0.32 km 2 •
In other words, the pathway and bikeway dead-zone in Manchester and Highfield Industrial is
darn big. So how do we fix it and why do we need to fix it? Let's start with the how an d move
on to the why from there.

Figure 3 - Proposed M.U.P. for Highfield and Manchester Industrial
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It would only take approximately 5 km of Mixed Use Pathway (M.U.P.) to connect the Elbow
River pathway at Stanley Park to the Bow River Pathway near Ogden Road SE (see Figure 3),
and as an added bonus the 11th Street bike lane would now be connected, as would the 39th
Ave LAT station.
In the Calgary and Area Pathway and Bikeway Plan 2 from October 20, 2017, safety
improvements for 42 Ave SE are mentioned 42 different times in the verbatim comments,
showing the desire for Calgarians to move along this existing dead-zone safely, and promoting
the need for a year-round maintained M.U.P. as shown in Figure 3.
7Converting the south sidewalk along 42 Ave SE and 46 Ave SE (see Figure 3) into an M.U.P.
wouldn't take away any lanes of car traffic (that's good for cars!) and would keep bikes off the
road (that's also good for cars!). At worst, if the existing sidewalks along 42 Ave SE and 46 Ave
SE needed to be widened into the road as opposed to into the property, Cars won't lose any
width of road that's already proven to be unused by cars in the winter, as shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4 - Available road width (in case it's needed)

Another side benefit of a year-round maintained M.U.P. on 42 Ave SE is that it solves the
problem of over 370 m of unmaintained sidewalk (see Figure 5) that doesn't get cleared in the
winter. As it currently exists, pedestrians are forced to either walk on uneven snow and ice in
front of the warehouse between 1 St SE and Manhattan Road SE, or risk their lives trying to
cross four lanes of traffic on 42 Ave SE.
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Figure 5 - Unmaintained warehouse sidewalk on 42 Ave SE

42 Ave SE and 46 Ave SE comprise the spine that runs through Highfield and Manchester
Industrial, and this area is a rapidly growing tourist destination known as the Barley Belt. The
Barley Belt is currently home to seven local breweries and counting (it's incredibly likely there'll
be even more before I get the chance to print this letter) and they are working with local hotels
to promote bike and pedestrian-focused tourism and events in the area3 • Tourists (and locals
looking for new adventures in their city) deserve more than Calgary's largest pathway and
bikeway dead-zone.
And if there's wasn't already enough reason to build this M.U.P., the City of Calgary h as already
done public engagement in this area4 (March 18, 2015 at the Hotel Blackfoot - I was t here) and
has a plan to improve safety and connectivity in this area and beyond 5 (the 11 Street S.E.
Corridor Improvements plan).
This isn't a case of "if you build it, will they come?" People are already biking in the Barley Belt
as evidenced by the latest Strava Heat Map 6 of the area (see Figure 6). These routes will only
get hotter as tourism in the area grows. Let's help everyone get to where they want to go safely
in this area.
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Figure 6 - Strava heatmap for bike activityafong 42 Ave SE and 46 Ave SE

Thank you for taking the time to read my letter, and for making pedestrian, cyclist, and driver
safety in the Highfield and Manchester Industrial dead-zone a priority.
Kind regards,

Kevin Schlauch, P.Eng
Sources:
1. http://www.calqary.ca/CSPS/Parks/Documents/Pathways/p ath-bike-map.pdf
2. https://www.calgary.ca/enqaqe/Documents/ Pa~hways Bikeways WWHR Phase1 ,pdf
3. https://www.facebook.com/events/1 71 5820461828358/
4. http://www.calgary.ca/ layouts/cocis/ DirectDown!oad .aspx?target=http%3a%2f %2fw
ww.calgary,ca %2ffiansportation %2fTP%2fDocuments %2fcyc!ing%2fCyc!ing-Route-1
mprovements%2f1 1-st-se-bikeway-input-summary-final-nov-2016.pdf&noredirect=1 &sf
=1
5. http:/ /www.ca!gary.ca/ !ayouts/cocis/DirectDownload .aspx?target=http %3a %2f%2fw
ww .calgary.ca %2fTransportation %2fTP%2fDocuments %2fcyc!ing%2fCyc!ing- Route-l
m provements%2f11-st-corridor-improvements-display-boards-mar2016,pdf&noredirect
= 1&sf=1
6. https:// www.strava.com/heat map#15.05/-114.04902/51 .01170/hot/ride
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October 24th, 2018
Re: Mixed-Use Pathway, 42 nd Ave SE

Dear Councillor Carra,

I would like to pledge my support for a mixed-use pathway along 42nd Ave S.E. through Manchester
industrial park.
I work at Annex Ale Project, and commute to work via public transit {ctrain) or by bicycle. The most
challenging part of my commute by far is the last section, in the industrial park. In general, I have found
the infrastructure in the area for any~ne outside of a motorized vehicle sorely lacking. There is currently
not a good connection from Stanley park to the industrial park for cyclists leaving a hole between two
common usage areas. I am also concerned that as foot and bike traffic increase, the possibility for a
serious accident increases as well, and we currently have the chance to make changes before that
occurs.

I firmly believe that traffic In the· area would be well served by a mixed-use path way; providing more
predictability to the motorists with regards to cyclists and pedestrians, lessening vehicular congestion,
and by separating bikes and vehicles providing more safety to the cyclists. I also believe that adding a
mixed-use pathway will encourage more business in the area and have the added benefit of that traffic
b~ing envlronmentally sound.
I feel like Calgary was forward thinking with regards to our bike lanes, and mad~ headlines across North

America, and I would like to see us continue that trend. I hope you will vote in the coming budget to
fund this project and keep our city at the forefront of great places to live.

Bill Bonar
1013 2nd Ave NW

Calgary, AB
T2N OES

October 23, 2018

RE: Support for 42 nd Ave MUP

Dear Councillor Carra,

This letter is in regard to the mix-use pathway along 42nd avenue S.E. through the Manchester
industrial park and my support for it.
Since starting at Annex Ale Project in March of 2018, I have had the pleasure of working various
roles at the brewery. As a taproom server, it is my duty to ensure that all customers leave the
establishment safely without putting themselves or others at risk. Many (including myself) have
chosen p~blic transportation, bicycles, and walking as an alternative to driving and it Is great to
see this growing movement that values and fosters safety. By having this pathway built, the
promotion and the safety of this demographic will be further reinforced.
In addition to the safety implications that this pathway·will provide, many local businesses will
benefit from the customer increase as a result. of greater accessibility to walking and cycling
Calgarians. This pathway also has the potential to lower traffic congestion ·and emissions from
fewer vehicles on the road, and promote city public transportation.
It is for these reasons that I wish this project to be funded in the following budget.

Sincerely,

Colin Williamson
Taproom and Brewery Operations
Annex Ale Project

• • • Calgary Homeless

•

FOUNDATION

SUITE 1500, 615 MACLEOD TRAIL S.E.
CALGARY, ALBERTA T2G 4TB
Office of the President & CEO
23 November 2018

Druh Farrell
Ward 7 Councillor
City of Calgary
800 Macleod Tr. SE.
Calgary, Alberta, T2P 2M5

Dear Recipient:
The Calgary Homeless Foundation is the System Planner for Calgary's Homeless-Serving System of Care. Our goal
in this letter is to lend our support to Calgary's Sliding Scale for the Low-Income Transit Pass and the renewal of
necessary funding for this program in 2019.
On November 26, City Council will hear submissions from the public on a number of budget related issues,
including a $6 million funding request from Calgary Transit to fund the Low Income Transit Pass for 2019. This
funding is required to maintain the current fare structure of the Sliding Scale.
The demand for these Low-Income Transit passes surpassed expectations and proved to be incredibly beneficial
for Calgarians living in poverty and those at risk of or who are currently experiencing homelessness.
Important benefits from this program include:
•

Enabling access to employment while providing savings that can be attributed to other necessities such
as food, shelter, clothing, and school supplies.

•

Supporting health and wellbeing by allowing people to get to medical and professional appointments
and go to recreational programs.

•

Increasing the ability to visit family and friends, thereby creating and maintaining strong relationships
and decreasing social isolation and loneliness.

•

Allowing people living in extreme poverty to become more mobile and increase participation in the
community.

We strongly support the City's Sliding Scale for the Low-Income Transit Pass as the maintenance of this program
will improve the quality of life for vulnerable Calgarians. We thank you for this opportunity to engage and
extend an offer to further consult with CHF at your convenience.

Sincerely,

Diana Krecsy
President and CEO

Enclosures: #
CC:

.,

Allan Cramer
#405, 823 Royal Ave SW
403-804-1954 allan.cramer@gmail.com

October 12, 2018
Councilor Gian-Carlo Carra
c/ o Office of the Councilors·
PO Box 2100, Stn 'M'

Mail Code #8001A
Calgary, AB T2P 2M5

Dear Councilor Gian-Carlo Carra,
I am writing you to lend my support to initiatives that have been presented by various local
businesses and commuters (cyclists and drivers) in the Highfield and Manchester Industrial
Parks (also more recently known as the Barley Belt.)
I am in support of, and would like to see, a mixed-use pathway put in along 42nd Ave SE
between Macleod Trail and Ogden Road. My reasons for supporting this plan are the
following.
Commutes are currently unsafe.
I work for Shawcor and live in Mount Royal. My commute to our SE plant uses 42nd
Avenue. I have both biked and driven this commute and from the perspective of both a
driver and a cyclist a designated pathway will improve safety during rush hour. The traffic
on this road is fast and aggressive and in the absence of any traffic calming I believe a
mixed-use pathway that gets cyclists off the road will be beneficial to both drivers and
cyclist alike.
Community building and tourism.
With the explosion of local craft breweries ·1 believe we have a unique opportunity to
revitalize this area and build another vibrant community. When I travel to other cities the

'
first thing I look up is bike accessible communities where you can meet and chat with locals.
Quite often these locations are craft beer districts where the local pubs and breweries are
condu.cive to meeting new people over a couple pints.

I have personally met more people in Calgary in the last year going to breweries to striking
up random conversations than I have in the last 5 years going to pubs along 17th ave where I
live. And a good portion of these people are from out of town looking to take in the
hospitality of Calgary. Community building is very important to·me ~d I believe is
necessary for Calgarians to remairt connected to each other. Without these accessible
venues we run the risk of being disconnected from our neighbors and loosing empathy with
each other.
;
Making this area more bike and walk friendly, as well as·advertising it as a tourist hot spot

will help bring more people to the area and build community.
Improve access to businesses
I

More ac;:cess to businesses will ~elp businesses. I think this is straight forward. If there was
a way to also get a cycle track or bike path that connected Stanley park to the overpass near
chinook mall I would frequent that mall more often as well.

Thank you for your attention to this matter. Pleas~ share with all other city councilors.

Sincerely,

Allan Cramer
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Olr. Gian-Carlo carra
Octobers, 2018

Good day Councillor Carra,

I am writing this letter to voice my support for safer streets In the Highfield and Manchester Industrial
areas, specifically 42nd Avenue and the Barley Belt area. This is currently a missing link for pedestrian and
cycling corridors b~_tween our current pathway system.
There has been a very noticeable Increase in usage of alternative transport, especially in light of the
recent influx of breweries into the area, creating the Barley Belt as It has become known. Facilitating
safe transport for bikes and pedestrians will be of great benefit to this burgeoning area and reduce
conflict between these modes and vehicular traffic.
I know you are a great advocate for better communities in -our city and will help push for this change to
help this area reach its true potential.

Regards,

Aaron Stayner

Jay Hickey
#402 1512 15ave SW

403-889-6417
jay.hck@gm.ail.com

October 24, 2018

RE: Support for 42nd ave MUP
Dear Counselor Carra,

I am writing to pledge .my support for the ~ed-use pathway along 42nd ave &.E.
through Manchester Industrial Park.
Friends of llll:lle opened Annex: Ale Project 18 months ago.··1 was lucky enough to be
hired as a bartender and have seen the business grow from a small operation to a one that
employs many Calgarians, and drawing customers from all over the City. Many of o~
staff are frequent bicycle ·commuters.
Many entrepreneurs have identified Manchester Industrial as a perfect place to open
breweries, distilleries and cideries. These businesses provide a considerable draw to the
public due to the close proximity of many residential neighborhoods. Many choose to
walk, run bicycle so they can responsibly enjoy alcoholic beverages. During the swnmer
months, bicycle parking is at capacity.
.Because of this, I feel there is a great need for the proposed mixed-use pathway along
42nd ave S.E. In addition to encouraging environmentally friendly commuter traffic, the
MUP will increase the safety of commuters by reducing vehicle congestion. Furthermore,
the pathway will encourage customers to visit local businesses in a safe and responsible
way.
In the coming budget I hope that you can vote to fund this project

Sincerely,

Jay Hickey

ti

ANNEX
ALE PROJECT

AHDAlES
i:aro@anne:xatea.eom

October 24, 2018

RE: Support for 42nd Ave Safer Streets Mixed-Use Pathway

Dear Councillor Cana,

4039090290
4039737530
twfttar1t!!)aanexaJes
UIBUISJ'll.m2@1U1Denles

WW1111'.an:qeirales.com

I'm writing today to pledge my support for safer streets in the
Manchester Industrial Park.

I am the owner of a micro-brewery on first street southeast. We built
our brewery in the Manchester Industrial Park because of its access to
the 39th Ave C-train Station and its proximity to the Stanley Park bike
path. Manchester is incredibly close to downtown but it is lacking any
kind of bike infrastructure and has very few .sidewalks for pedestrians.
Manchester Industrial Park is a community to many breweries (we
have called this area the "Barley Belt") and it sees many tourists
throughout the year. Furthermore, thousands of Calgarians access the
Industrial Park for work every day (even in the winter!). I currently
have 12 staff members that_ cycle, walk, or access the 39 th Ave Station.
One of the main roads, 42nd Ave is an'artery in the industrial park and
it connects the Elbow to the Bow River. Unfortunately, it'has become
very dangerous with vehicles speeding through this area trying to .
access MacLeod Trail and Blackfoot. Pedestrian and cyclist safety is at
risk.
With the upcoming City Counsel budget debates, I kindly ask that you
consider allocating money to a 42nd Ave Mixed-Use Pathway. Not only
will this remove cyclists from a very dangerous thoroughfare, it will
promote cycling to work in this area which will reduce fuel emissions
and encourage small business growth in this area.
I have enclosed a petition that over 1,000 Calgarians have signed in
support of a pathway along 42nd Ave.

sm~
Erica O'Gorman
Fotmder and Tap Room Operations

Annex Ale ~ect

October 22, 2018

~

ANNEX
ALE PROJECT

RE: Support for 42nd Avenue Mixed-Use Pathway
Dear Councillor Carra,
Please accept this letter as a show of my support for a mixed-use pathway
along 42nd Avenue SE, through {he Manchester lndustrial"Park

ANNEXUES
ln.fo@ii\1'1nexalas~in

4039080290
403913'1'530
twlUer,@aanexaJee

ln.s:laai'am•@IUme:mles
www.anuenJes.cDD1

I have been working for Annex Ale Project since July of 2017, and have
.watched the business grow from a small team comprised of its owners, to
where it is now with.an employee base that continues to grow. As a
resi~ent of the inner-city, I frequen1;1.y ride my bike to and from:work, and
to other breweries in the Manchester Industrial area. Although the area is
easily accessible via car and .p ublic transit, the ability to commute to my
workplace safely on the bike path is hindered by the lack of accessible
pathways along 42nd Avenue. I find that I have to cfumount and walk my
bike along tqe side of a road which is not cyclist or pedestrian friendly.
This makes me reconsider the safety of my commute.

Based on what I have seen during my tenure with Annex Al~ Project,
there are others who not only bike to work, but enjoy self-guided brewery
tours on their bicycles. I believe there is a large gap in tf:te pathway
system ~at leaves these individuals vulnerable to industrial and
commuter traffic. I firmly believe that a mixed-use pathway along 42nd
( avenue would increase the•safety of the staff at Annex Ale Project, our
current customers, and to draw new customers to the area. It would also
provide a much-needed link to where the pathway system picks back up
over in Ogden. Further, I believe that the city's commitment to reducing
environmental impacts by encouraging cycling, v.,:alking, running, etc. is
an important initiative, and one that should be echoed throughout the city
- not just do\Vntown with the introduction of bike lanes throughout the
core. Overall, I feel that a mixed-use pathway along this route would
have a positive impact on the vitality of the Manchester Industrial
business community, the safety of.its workers and patrons, and the
environment.

·1hope that you will consider voting for the construction of the pathway to
be included in the upcoming budget.
Yours truly,

~~

Evelyn Hickey
Contract Bookkeeper
Annex Ale Project Ltd.

·

~

ANNEX
ALE PROJECT

October 17, 2018

RE: Support for 42nd ave MUP
Dear Councillor Carra,

AtlNEX ALES
lmb@arui.ua1ea.coixa
403 902 0290
403 973 '11i30
twfUl>••@aanexaJes
inatagram,@annonles

www.an.nenlos.com

I'm writing today to pledge my support for the mixed-use pathway
along 42~d ave S.E. through Manchester industrial park.
Eighteen months ago we opened Annex Ale Project. Our business has
grown from a small operation run by the two founders to a business
that employs twelve Calgarians and counting. Many of our staff are
frequent bicycle commuters.
Most importantly, other have identified Manchester industrial as a
p¢ect place to open breweries, distilleries and cideries. If East
Vancouver is any indication, we expect bars and restaurants will also
follow into this rapidly changing neighborhood. The proximity of all
these businesses has been a considerable draw to the public who
frequent our taprooms. Many choose to walk, run or ride bicycles so
that can responsibly enjoy alcoholic beverages. During the summer
months we often run out of bicycle parking.
Because of this we feel great need for the proposed mixed-use
pathway along 42nd ave S.E. It will increase the safety of commuters in
the redeveloping industrial park, encourage environmentally friendly
commuter traffic, reduce vehicle congestion, and further encourage
the patronage of new Calgary small businesses in ihe area.

In the coming budget I hope that you can vote to fund this project.

Founder and Brewing Operations
Annex Ale Project
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Cllr. Gian-carlo Carra

October S, 2018

Good day Councillor Carra,

I am writing this letter to voice my support for safer streets in the Highfield and Manchester industrial
areas, spedftcally 42nd Avenue and the Barley Belt area. This is currently a missing link for pedestrian and
cycling corridors between our current pathway system.
There has been a very noticeable increase In usage of alternative transport, especially in light of the
recent influx of breweries into the area, creating the Barley Belt as it has become known. Facilitating
safe transport for bikes and pedestrians will be of great benefit to this burgeoning area and reduce
conflict between these modes and vehicular traffic.
I know you are a great advocate for better communities in our city and will help push for this change to
help this area reach its true potential.

Regards,

Aaron Stayner
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September 29, 2018
Attn: Councillor Gian-Carlo Carra
,·c/o Office of the Councillors
PO Box 200, Stn M #
Mail Code #800IA
Calgary, AB, Canada, T2P 2M5

Dear Councillor Carra,

I am writing to you today in regards ~o the need for safer streets in the Highfield and
Manchester Industrial are~, specifically, the area known as the_Barley Belt, .which runs .
along 42 Ave SE and 46 Ave SE between Stanley Park and Ogden Road SE.
As an avid cyclist (and also driver) and supporter of local businesses, I believe that the
Highfield and Manchester Industrial areas are particularly underserved with respect to
accessibility and safe pedestrian and cycling infrastructure. In recent years, the Barley
Belt area has become a popular tourist and local destination, and it has been a positive
experience to see ,the boom of local business growth and community in this area.
Businesses and community members in this area are working tirelessly to promote
pedestrian friendly tourism and have thus far been extremely successful in fostering a
community-oriented and active atmosphere. This atmosphere would be greatly enhanced
by the addition of approximately 5km of Mixed Use Pathway (MUP) connecting the
Elbow River pathway at Stanley Park to the Bow River Pathway near Ogden Road SE.
Excellent MUPs are currently in place in the city of Cfi:lgary; however, there are certainly
opportunities for improvement, and there are areas that appear to have been neglected
with respect to such infrastructure. Currently, the dearth of pedestrian- and bicyclefriendly infrastructure in the Highfield and Manchester Industrial areas point to. a need for
such improvements and would further promote the safety and enjoyment of pedestrians,
cyclists, aria drivers alike.
Thank you for your time and consideration,
Sincerely,

Sabine Soltani, MA
PhD Candidate
University of Calgary
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September 28, 2018
Councillor Gian-Carlo Carra
% Office of the Councillors
PO Box 2100, Stn 'M'
Mail Code #8001A
Calgary, AB T2P 2MS
Dear Cllr Carra:
I am an Engineer in Training and I work in the area of Calgary known as "The
Barley Belt." I take public transit to work, but I would appreciate safer alternative
options - like walking or biking. Right now I wouldn't risk my life doing that
because it looks so dangerous.
I support a pathway for bikes and walkers on 42nd Avenue SE. It would give me
safer options to get to work, it would allow me to visit the business in the area,
and my mentoring Engineer commutes to work by bike and it would be
detrimental to my career if he were to be killed by an inattentive driver one day.
Please build a pathway on 42nd Avenue SE as quickly and safely as possible I
Thank-you so much,

AtliiiJ-..,•.a:..---..

Natalie Piegza, E.I.T.
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Dear Councillor Carra,

My name is Wade Brown and I am the owner and founder of Born Colora~o Brewing
and a member of the Barley Belt, a cooperative of breweries in the Manchester and
Highfield Industrial Parks. My letter concerns changes within these two areas of theCity. The Barley Belt group·ofbreweries, distill~ries and cideries has proliferated over
the past three years, starting with Banded Peak Brewing and Village Brewery, and has
grown to encompass over 10 such establishments. These businesses employ over 200
people in the neighborhood and create a sense of community in the area. This increase
of breweries has put Calgary on the map as a beer tourism destination. In addition, this
industry has resulted in the creation of several tour operators in the neighborhood.
This growth has occurred organically in an area of Calgary that is often forgotten c1 bout
by residents and the City of Calgary, alike.
·
·
The Manchester and Highfield Industrial Parks are amongst some of the oldest
neighborho9ds in Calgary, and these area's cycling and pedestrian infrastructure has
not caught up to the rest of the City. It is commonplace in newer industrial districts to
see mixed-use pathways. Many patrons of the Barley Belt breweries face safety
concerns as·they utilize roadways built for trucks and traffic, and not for cyclists and
pedestrians. In addition to this, we have spoken to many patrons who are employed in
the two industrial parks and who bike to work and are confronted with daily challenges
created by shared roadways and a lack of sidewalks or pathways. The proposal of a bike
network for the Manchester and Highfield communities would be a win-win for
businesses, tourists, cycling safety and truck traffic alike.
We are proposing that the City fund construction for two bike pathways: one mixed-use
pathway along 42nd avenue SE and a pathway along the Red-Line LRT ROW, where a
gravel service road already exists. This would remove cyclists and pedestrians from a
currently da~gerous situation, provide a connection for a burgeoning tourism hub,
increase transportation options for employees of businesses in the area, and help to ·
bridge a gap in Calgary's ~xcell~nt cycling infrastructure.

Wade Brown
Founder & Owner
Born Colorado Brewing

Confluence Distilling Ltd.

507 36th Ave SE
Calgary, AB, T2G 1W5
587 .899.4789
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Brewery, Cideri' or Distil!ert
Proposed Ma:ichester-Highfield Mixed-Use Pathways

Figure 2: Barley Beft Biker Routes and Proposed Bike Lanes

Confluence Distilling Ltd.
507 36th Ave SE
Calgary, AB, T2G 1W5
587.899.4789
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Areas circled are areas where no
bike infrastructure exists in the city.
Manchester and surrounding
neighbourhoods currently have the
largest gap in infrastructure in th~
city other than the airport

Figure 1: Bike

Pathway Map with highlighted gaps in i~frastructure

Confluence Distilling Ltd.
507 36th Ave SE
Calgary, AB, T2G 1WS
587 .899.4789
Councillor Gian-Carlo Carra
Ward9
P.O. Box 2100
Station M #8001A
Dear Councillor Carra,
I've sent the following letter to the other councillors in the city. I hope you approve:
I am writing this letter to you to show my support for allocating a budget towards improving bike
infrastructure and Multi-Use Pathways (MUPs) specifically in the Manchester neighbourhood and
throughout the city. I am a resident of Charleswood, own a business in Manchester, and bike
throughout the city year-round.
The business I own in Manchester is a distillery, Confluence Distilling, which is part of a series of
breweries/distilleries/cideries called the Barley Belt. Currently there are large numbers of bikers
traveling between different breweries in the area and are at significant risk due to the high traffic and
industrial vehicle usage on these roads. This area has been neglected in previous bike infrastructure
plans, as you can see from the map shown in Figure 1.
It is my understanding that Councillor Carra is proposing bike Infrastructure as shown in Figure 2. I fully
support the plan proposed by Councillor Carra, and hope that you can support him in his efforts to get
funding for this project.
My only suggestions beyond Councillor Carra's plans, as well as any bike infrastructure Included with the
construction of the Green Line, is that infrastructure should be considered in the interim to protect the
large number of at-risk bikers who are currently passing from Inglewood to Manchester to visit the
various new businesses within the Barley Belt.
To conclude, I hope that you can make city wide bike infrastructure a priority, and that you can work
with Councillor GC Carra this November during budget deliberations to provide funding for his plans to
add bike infrastructure in the Manchester neighbourhood.
Thank you for your time.

Ross Alger, P. E
Founder
Confluence DistilUng Ltd.
587.899.4789

Banded Peak Brewing
#119-519 34th Ave SE
Calgary, AB
T2G 1V1
Councillor Gian-Carlo Carra
Ward 9
P.O. Box 2100
Station M #8001A
Dear Councillor Carra,
My name is Alex Horner and I am writing you on behalf of myself and Banded Peak Brewing where I am
one the founding members and head brewer. We signed the lease for our building in September 2015
and I have been commuting by bicycle or car from the Beltline daily since then. Our location of 519 34
Ave SE puts us on the Northern end of the Manchester Industrial District, a neighbourhood that has seen
an explosion of new businesses in the form of Breweries and soon to be Cideries and Distilleries since
the opening of Village Brewery in 2011. This explosion has resulted in over 200 jobs at 10 establishments
and a large weekly influx of customers to the area. I am writing to express concern over safely
commuting in this neighboured by bike for myself, coworkers, neighbours and customers.
Manchester is one of the oldest neighbourhoods in Calgary and therefore lacks any pedestrian or cycling
infrastructure. There are few sidewalks, no mixed-use pathways and rarely enough room to cycle
amongst the industrial traffic. This prevents many from commuting via cycle or walking and increases
vehicl,e traffic on congested roads. Those that do brave the commute, for health and environmental
reasons, all have stories of being nudged off the road by trucks or having to dodge traffic and then fight
pedestrians on the sidewalk which is illegal. I have experienced this first hand commuting to work and
other businesses in the area. I have heard many similar stories from customers as well.
I am writing in support of a proposal for a bike network for the Manchester Industrial area. The proposal
is for the city to fund construction of two bike pathways: the first a mixed-use pathway along 42 nd
avenue SE and the second, a pathway along the Red-Line LRT Row where a gravel service road already
exists. These two changes could have a significant impact for the neighbourhood by creating safe
commuting options for cyclists, pedestrians and motorists. Offering safe transportation options will help
promote tourism in the neighbourhood, encourage those who work in the area to commute by bicycle
and help fill a hole in Calgary's existing cycling infrastructure. See attached map for an outline of the
proposal.
Sincerely,
Alex Horner
Co-Founder
Banded Peak Brewing
(403) 630-9395
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Brewery, Cidery or Distillery
Proposed Manchester-Highfield Mixed-Use Pathways
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Banded Peak Brewing Inc.
#119-519 34th Ave. SE
Calgary, AB TIG 1Vl
Councillor Gian-Carlo Carra
PO Box2100

Station M#8001A
Calgary, AB T2P 2MS
Dear Councillor Gian-Carlo Carra,
The brewing industry in Calgary has grown by leaps and bounds in the last three years. I opened Banded
Peak with my two business partners in May 2016 as the eighth brewery in Calgary. There are now over
30 breweries in Calgary. We established the Barley Belt which runs through the Manchester Industrial
area. An area almost completely devoid .of bicycle lanes. In the Barley Belt alone there are over ten
breweries. The area has developed into a brewery dlsfrict and is a large draw for tourists and Calgarians
alike. The clustered proximity of the breweries has started a trend similar to that seen in Vancouver, San
Diego and Denver.
The proximity has made clear the age of the neighbourhood and the lack of safe cycling options
available to the area. It is routine for new neighbourhoods to have multi use pathways built to ease
access throughout those neighbourhoods. Manchester is severely lacking this type of infrastructure.
With patrons traveling between the breweries and no safe pathways it is very dangerous for those
visiting to reach their destinations safely. With large trucks driving through the area many have
complained that they are afraid to ride their bikes due to the traffic and the lack of safe options.
The Implementation of multi use pathways throughout the Manchester area would be a boon to
everyone involved, both businesses and customers alike. We propose a multi use pathways connecting
Stanley Park to the Chinook Center LRTthrough 42 nd and the LRT ROW service road as well as one
through Dartmouth Rd linking to the Elbow River cycle path network. This would help keep the public
out of harm's way, provide a connection to a burgeoning tourist hub, increase the options for
transportation for everyone in the area and fill a black hole of Infrastructure in an older neighbourhood.
Sincerely,

~
Matth~rar~
Co-Founder
(403) 370-3263
mberard@bandedpeakbrewing.com
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E-mail

[EXT] Bike Infrastructure f ...
E-mail
a

From

To

Tucker, Ian

Cc

Contact, Ward 09;
Hone, Blair

Bee

[EXT] Bike Infrastructure for the Barley Belt

Subject

Good morning Councillor,
I would love to see more bike friendly infrastructure in the "Barley Belt" to support these local businesses, provide alternate
transportation means, and improve safety for people visiting the breweries. Despite being an industrial area, the influx of
breweries and their customers mean that both pedestrian and cycling infrastructure is no longer keeping up with the
demand in the area. There are no sidewalks, there are very few lane markings, and there is seemingly zero bike
infrastructure.
Thank you for your work to make this happen,
Ian Tucker

ri]I

Regarding

Owner

Manchester - Barley Belt Cycle Network

Hone, Blair
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Letter: Barley Belt Bicycle Network
smokeycrow

10 mins ago

Advertisements
May 7, 2018
Dear Councillor Carra,
I am writing to express my support for a protected bicycle network within the communities of
Manchester and Highfield, an area known as the Barley Belt. This is an idea that has strong support
from the current and future craft breweries in the area as they see the benefits of having a safe
bicycle network for both their staff and customers. I have experienced riding a bicycle in this area
myself and have been subject to motorists honking and driving too close, especially along 42nd
Avenue SE. I consider myself to be a confident bicyclist, but this isn't a very inviting area for those
yvho aren't.
It's exciting to see this area come to life with these local craft breweries, and what a great way to
diversify our economy than to support this form of entrepreneurship along with the great potential
there is for the tourism industry. I had a great discussion with somebody who was in town for
Beakerhead and had great things to say about our city, thanks both to festivals like Beakerhead
and the fact they could get around downtown by bicycle, so what a great reason to expand outside
to other areas that tourists would find interesting.
The downtown protected bicycle network has proven itself to be a success, and as far as road
infrastructure goes was very economical to build. This was an exciting time for Calgary, but it's
been years since we have seen that kind of commitment to bicyclists, and have also seen a freeze
in spending for bicycle projects. Sure the city has seen hard times, but the cost-benefit for such
networks has proven itself countless times to be a benefit to cities and its citizens. We all want, and
deserve, to be able to get around safely.
I really hope that this project will be the next great story for bicyclists in Calgary. I also hope that
one day we won't have to fight so hard to secure a small fraction of Calgary's road space.
Sincerely yours,
Jo$hua Crough
Advertisements
Gian~Carlo Carra
Calgary City Councillor, Ward 9
403-875-7409
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August30,2018
Councillor Gian-Carlo Carra
Via email: ward09@calgary.ca

Dear <3ian~Carlo Carri;i:
It was noted in a CBC report that Bandin Peak owner Colin Mclean would like to see a mixeduse pathway running down 42nd Avenue S.E:. to separate cyclists and pedestrian from
vehicles. Counsellor, you requested letters to help you with the argument for biking through the
Manchester industrial area. I am concerned with this idea for various reasons outlined below:
Gian, the 42 Avenue SE corridor is a heavily used road which includes many types of vehicles
including largf:l trucks due to it being a corridor for the industrial area. The road is a critical
artery in the area to move traffic. I travel this road often and it is busy no matter what day it is or
time of day it is. As you know, there is rio other road ~ysteni Whicl') takes commuters easttwest
until 58 Avenue SE which is 16 plocks south and there Is no other major thoroughfare to the
north until you get downtown .
42 Avenu~ SE (along with 58 Avenue SE) is often signiflcantly backed up with traffic due to the
rail crossing for industrial raO and the C-train running across 42 Avenue. As the lights at 42
Avenue SE and Macleod trail are not long in this direction it takes quite a bit of time to clear
traffic after a train temporarily blocks traffic flow, This creates significant additional congestion
in this area.
If a mixed-use pathway were introduced this would eliminate lanes on this road and would
drastically impede traffic flow, I don't believe traffic could even be properly facilitated ori this
avenue with reduced lanes.
Another concern I have is with respect to responsible riding. I'm very much supportive of craft
breweries in our city and I'm excited Calgary is leading the charge in this regard! The concern
with patrons visiting the breweries on their bikes is they will be consuming alcoholic beverages
and then gettlng on their bikes on our roadways. Althoughwe have alcohol level limits for
drivers of automobrles, I'm concerned for the safety of someone on a bicycle. A person on a
bicycle is much more susceptible to bodily harm/death if their judgement is impaired after
consuming alcohol and then riding their bicycle. We don't wal)t Calgary to be on the cutting
edge of the craft brewing market and then have a bad_reputation for related physical
injury/deaths. Bikes and dririkirig are two things that are not a gr~at idea to combine.
So, Gian, I ask you to please hear this feedback and do not support any bike lanes or mixed
pathways on 42 Avenue SE. Thank you in advance for your consideration of this issue.
Maybe someone has a fun idea to do a bus tour of breweries. which would resolve the imbibing
and biking/driving!

Since~~

-

Cindy Andrew~

Js

.la.~,;; .l U.l .l

Hi, Councillor Carra,
As a cyclist and beer enthusiast, I strongly urge you to increase the bike/pedestrian accessibility in the
Manchester industrial area, and the Ramsay & Inglewood neighbourhoods. The expansion of the YYC Barley
Belt, with 4 more breweries opening this year, will only increase local traffic of all modes.
Please make your ward an example for how bikes, pedestrians, and vehicles can co-exist safely, while increasing
tourism and the local economy.
Sincerely,
Terry Wray

403.826.7255
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Dear Councillor Carra,
My name is Colin McLean and I am one of the founders of Banded Peak Brewing and the so called, Barley Belt, a
cooperative of breweries in the Manchester and Highfield Industrial Parks. My letter concerns a few points
happening in these areas of the City. This group of breweries, distilleries and cideries has proliferated o_. the
past three years, starting with ourselves and Village Brewery, it has grown to encompass over 10 such
establishments. These businesses employee over 200 people in the neighbourhood during one of the worst
recessions Alberta has seen . This explosion in breweries has also put Calgary on the map for a beer tourism
destination that has spun off several tour operators in the neighbourhood. All this has occurred organically in an
area of Calgary that is often forgotten about by residents and the City of Calgary, alike.
The Manchester and Highfield Industrial Parks are amongst the oldest neighbourhoods in Calgary. As such their
cycling and pedestrian infrastructure has not caught up to the rest of the City. It is commonplace in newer
industrial districts to see mixed-use pathways going through the neighbourhood. Every weekend I see patrons of
Barley Belt breweries dodging trucks and traffic along 42 nd avenue going from taproom to taproom. In addition
to this, we have talked to many patrons who are employed in the two industrial parks that bike to work and are
confronted with daily horror stories of getting nudged off the road by massive trucks or fighting sidewalks, that
if they exist, are seldom shoveled in the winter.
The proposal of a bike network for the Manchester and Highfield communities would be a win-win for
businesses, tourists, cycling safety and truck traffic. We are proposing that the City fund construction for two
bike pathways: one mixed-use pathway along 42 nd avenue SE and a pathway along the Red-Line LRT ROW,
where a gravel service road already exists. This would remove cyclists and pedestrians from a currently
dangerous situation, provide a connection for a burgeoning tourism hub, increase transportation options for
employees of businesses in the area, and help to connect a hole in Calgary's excellent cycling infrastructure.

Coliri•Mclean
Marketing and Operations
Banded Peak Brewing Ltd.
403. 700.3941

www·.bandedpeakbrewinq.com

http://pialdcrmfeO 1/TheCityofCalgary/_ controls/emailbody/msgBody .aspx?entityType=e...
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Dear Councillor Carra,
I am writing to you concerning the lack of a MUP on 42nd Ave.
I live in Kelvin Grove, yet I transition through your ward on a regular basis. My main destination is The Calgary
Food Bank. I regularly use 42nd Avenue, as I volunteer 3-4 times a month. My year-round form of transportation
is by bicycle.
I am reasonably comfortable riding my bicycle on the road, but prefer our MUP network though busy
neighbourhoods. With the increase of distracted drivers and general high volume of traffic through the
Manchester area, an East-West MUP is needed to connect our system.
Thank you for considering my request for a MUP on 42nd Avenue SE.
Respectfully,
Sean Clarke

Sent from my iPad

http://pialdcrmfeOlffheCityofCalgary/_ controls/emailbody/msgBody.aspx?entityType=e...
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We, the citizens of Calgary, petition the City to build a mufti-use pathway on 42 Ave SE in the

Manchester Industrial Park.

With many people commuting to and from work as well as the Increase ln local start-ups Jn the area,
we are seeing an Increase in pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle traffic. Because of the lack of sidewalks,

safe crosswalks, and cycle paths in the industrial park; citizen safety is at risk.

We 11rge the City of Calgary to fully fund

budget meetings.
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We, the citizens of Calgary, petition the City to build a multi-use pathway on 42 Ave SE In the
Manchester Industrial Park.
.
With many people commuting to and from work as well as the increase in local start-ups in the area,
we are·seeing an increase in pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle traffic. Because of the lack of sidewalks,
safe crosswalks, and cycle paths in the industrial park, citizen safety is at risk.
We urge the City of Calgary to fully fund the Installment of the multi-use
pathway after the October
.
budget meetings.
~

Name

Address
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We, the citizens of Calgary, petition the City to build a multi-use pathway on 42 Ave SE in the
Manchester Industrial Park.
With many people commuting to and from work as well as the increase in local start-ups in the area,
we are seeing an Increase in pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle traffic. Because of the lack of sidewalks,
safe crosswalks, and cycle paths in the Industrial park, citizen safety is at risk.
We urge the City·of Calgary to fully fund the installment of the multi-use pathway after the October
budget meetings.

Name

I

Address

Phone # or Email

Signature

We, the citizens of Calgary, petition the City to build a multi-use pathway on 42 Ave SE in the
Manchester Industrial Park.
With many people commuting to and from w_ork as well as the increase in local start-ups in the area,
we are seeing an increase in pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle traffic. Because of the lack of sidewalks,
safe crosswalks, and cycle paths in the industrial park, citizen safety is at risk.
We urge the City of Calgary to fully fund the installment of the multi-use pathway after the October
budget meetings.
Name

Address
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We, the citizens of Calgary, petition the City to build a multi-use pathway on 42 Ave SE in the
Manchester Industrial Park.
With many people commuting to and from work as well as the increase In local start-ups in the area,
we are seeing an Increase in pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle traffic. Because of the lack of sidewalks,
safe crosswalks, and cycle paths in the industrial park, citizen safety Is at risk.
We urge the City of Calgary to fully fund the installment of the multi-use pathway after the October
budget meetings.
Name

Address

Phone # or Email

Signature

We, the citizens of Calgary, petition the City to build a multi-use pathway on 42 Ave SE in the
Manchester Industrial Park. .
With many people commuting to and from work as well as the increase in local start-ups in the area,
we are seeing an increase in pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle traffic. Because of the lack of sidewalks,
safe crosswalks, and cycle paths in the industrial park, citizen safety is at risk.
We urge the City of Calgary to fully fund the installment of the multi-use pathway after the October
budget meetings.
Name

Address

Phone # or Email
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We, the citizens of Calgary, petition the City to build a multi-use pathway on 42 Ave SE in the
Manchester Industrial Park.
With many people commuting to and from work as well as the increase in local start-ups in the area,
we are seeing an increase in pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle traffic. Because of the lack of sidewalks,
safe crosswalks, and cycle paths in the industrial park, citizen safety is at risk.
We urge the City of Calgary to fully fund the installment of the multi-use pathway after the October
budget meetings.

Name
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We, the citizens of Calgary, petition the City to build a multi-use pi;ithway on 42 Ave SE in the
Manchester Industrial Park.
With many people commuting to and from work as well as the increase in local start-ups in the area,
we are seeing an increase in pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle traffic. Because of the lack of s'idewalks, .
safe crosswalks, and cycle paths in the in.dustrial park, citizen safety is at risk.
We urge the City of Calgary to fully fund the installment of the multi-use pathway after the October
budget meetings.
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We, the citizens of Calgary, petition the City to build a multi-use pathway on 42 Ave SE in the
Manchester Industrial Park.
With many people commuting to and from work as well as the increase in local start-ups.in the area,
we are seeing an increase in pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle traffic. Because of the lack of sidewalks,
safe crosswalks, and cycle paths in th~ industrial park, citizen safety is at risk.
We urge the City of Calgary to fully fund the installment of the multi-use pathway after the October
budget meetings.
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We, the citizens of Calgary, petition the City to build a multi-use pathway on 42 Ave SE in the
Manchester Industrial Park.
With many people commuting to and from work as well as the increase in local start-ups in the area,
we are seeing an increase in pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle traffic. Because of the lack of sidewalks,
safe crosswalks, and cycle paths in the industrial park, citizen safety is at risk.
We urge the City of Calgary to fully fund the installment of the multi-use pathway after the October
budget meetings.
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Phone # or Email
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We, the citizens of Calgary, petition the City to build a multi-use pathway on 42 Ave SE in the
Manchester Industrial Park.
With many people commuting to and from work as well as the increase in local start-ups in the area,
we are seeing an increase in pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle traffic. Because of the lack of sidewalks,
safe crosswalks, and cycle paths in the lndustr!al park, citizen safety is at risk.
We urge the City of Calgary to fully fund the installment of the multi-use pathway after the October
budget meetings.
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We, the citizens of Calgary, petition the City to build a multi-use pathway on 42 Ave SE in the
Manchester Industrial Park.
With many people commuting to and from work as well as the increase in local start-ups in the area,
we are seeing an increase in pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle traffic. Because of the lack of sidewalks,
safe crosswalks, and cycle paths in the industrial park~ citizen safety is at risk.
We urge the City of Calgary to fully fund the installment of the multi-use pathway after the October
budget meetings.
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Phone # or Email

We, the citizens of Calgary, petition the City to build a multi-use pathway ·on 42 Ave SE In the
Manchester Industrial Park.
.With many people commuting to and from work as well as the increase in local start-ups in the area,
we are seeing an increase in pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle traffic. Because of the lack of sidewalks,
safe crosswalks, and cycle paths in the industrial park, citizen safety is at risk.
We urge the City of Calgary to fully fund the installment of the multi-use pathway after the October
budget meetings.
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Phone # or Email
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We, the citizens of Calgary, Petition the City to build a mult1°use pathway
on 42 Ave SE in the
·

Manchester fndustriaf Park.

With many people commuting to and from Work as well as the Increase In local start-ups In the area,
we are seeing an Increase in pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle traffic. Because of the lack of sidewalks,
safe crosswalks, and cycle paths in the industrial park, citizen safety is at risk.
We urgemeetings.
the aty of Calgary to fully fund the installment of the multi-use Pllth.way after the October
budget
Name
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.....We, the citizens of Calgary, petition the City to bu\ld a mu\ti-use path'!Na'I on 41 Ave SE in the
Manchester Industrial Park.

With many people commuting to and from work as well as the Increase In local start-ups in the area,
we are seeing an Increase in pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle traffic. Because of the lack of sidewalks,
safe crosswalks, and cycle paths in the industrial park, c\tii.en safety \s at r\sk.
We urge the City of Calgary to fully fund the installment of the multi~use pathway after the October

budget meetings.
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Phone# or Email
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·We, the citizens of calgary, petition the City to build a multi-use pathway on 42 Ave SE in the
Manchester Industrial Park.
·
With many people commuting to and from work as well as the Increase In local start-ups In the area,
we are seeing an Increase in pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle traffic. Because of the lack of sidewalks,

safe crosswalks, and cycle paths in the industrial park, citizen safety is at risk.
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We urge the City of Calgary to fully fund the installment of the multi-use pathway after the October
budget meetings.
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We urge the City of calgary to fully fund the installment of the multi-use pathway after the October
budget meetings.
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We, the citizens of calgary, petition the Qty to build a multi-use pathway on 42 Ave SE in the Manchester Industrial Park.
With many people commuting to and from work as well as the Increase in local start-ups in the area, we are seeing an increase in
pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle traffic. Because of the lack of sidewalks, safe crosswalks, and cycle paths in the Industrial park, citizen
safety is at risk.
·
We urge the City of Calgary to fully fund the installment of the multi-use pathway after the October budget meetings.
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We, the citizens of Calgary, petition the City to build a multi-use pathway on 42 Ave SE in the Manchester Industrial Park.
With many people commuting to and from work as well as the increase In local start-ups in the area, we are seeing an Increase In
pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle traffic. Because of the lack of sidewalks, safe crosswalks, and cycle paths in the Industrial park, citizen
safety Is at risk.
·
We urge the City of Calgary to fully fund the installment of the multi-use pathway after the October budget meetings.
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We, the citizens of Calgary, petition the aty to bulld a multi-use pathway on 42 Ave SE In the Manchester Industrial Park.
With many people commuting to and from work as well as the increase In local start-ups In the area, we are seeing an increase in
pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle traffic. Because of the lack of sidewalks, safe crosswalks, and cycle paths in. the Industrial park, citizen
safety is at risk.
We urge the City of Calgary to fully fund the installment of the multi-use pathway after the October budget meetings.
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We, the citizens of Calgary, petition the Oty to build a multi-use pathway on 42 Ave SE in the Manchester fodustrial Park.
With many people commuting to and from work as well as the Increase In local start-ups in the area, we are seeing an increase In
pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle traffic. Because of the lack of sidewalks, safe crosswalks, and cycle paths In th~ industrial park, citizen
safety is at risk.
We urge the City of Calgary to fully fund the installment of the multi-use pathway after the October budget meetings.
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We, the citizens of calgary, petition the aty to build a multi-use pathway on 42 Ave SE In the Manchester Industrial Park.
With many people commuting to and from work as well as the Increase in local start-ups in the area, we are seeing an increase In
pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle traffic. Because of the lack of sidewalks, safe crosswalks, and cycle paths In the Industrial park, citizen
safety Is at risk.
We urge the City of Calgary to fully fund the installment of the multi-use pathway after the October budget meetings.
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We, the citizens of Calgary, petition the aty to build a multi-use pathway on 42 Ave SE in the Manchester Industrial Park.
With many people commuting to and from work as well as the Increase In local start-ups in the area, we are seeing an increase In
pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle traffic. Because of.the lack of sidewalks, safe crosswalks, and cycle paths in the Industrial park, citizen
safety Is at risk.
We urge the.Qty of Calgary to fully fund the installment of the multi-use pathway after the October budget meetings.
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We, the citizens of Calgary, petition the Qty to build a.multi-use pathway on 42 Ave SE In the Manchester Industrial Park.
With many people commuting to and from work as well as the Increase in local start-ups In the area, we are seeing an Increase in
pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle traffic. Because of the lack of sidewalks, safe crosswalks, and cycle paths In the Industrial park, citizen
safety Is at risk.
We urge the City of Calgary to fully fynd the Installment of the multi-use pathway after the October budget meetings.
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We, the citizens of Calgary, petition the City to build a multi-use pathway on, 42 Ave SE in the
Manchester Industrial Park. · ·
With many people commuting to and from work as well as the increase in local start-ups in the area,
we are seeing an increase in pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle traffic. Because of the lack of sidewalks,
safe crosswalks, and cycle paths in the industrial park, citizen safety is at risk.
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We urge the City of Calgary to fully fund the installment of the multi-use pathway after the October
budget meetings.
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We, the citizens of Calgary, petition the City to build a multi-use pathway on 42 Ave SE in the Manchester Industrial Park.
With many people commuting to and from work as well as the increase in local st art-ups in the area, we are seeing an Increase in
pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle traffic. Because of the lack of sidewalks, safe crosswalks, and cycle paths in the industrial park, citizen
safety is at risk.
We urge the City of Calgary to fully fund the installment of the multi-use pathway after the October budget meetings.
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; We, the citizens of Calgary, petition the City to build a multi-use pathway on 42 Ave SE In the Manchester Industrial Park.
With many people commuting to and from work as well as the increase in local start-ups in the area, we are seeing an Increase in
pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle traffic. Because of thrlac►f91dewalks, safe cross'fo'a,lks, and cycle paths In the Industrial park, citizen
sc1:fety Is at risk.
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We urge the City of Calgary to fully fund the installment of the multi-use pathway after the October budget meetings.
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